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Ecore, a company that transforms reclaimed 
waste into unique performance surfaces that 
make people’s lives better, is proud to offer 
performance rubber surfacing tiles for roof-
tops and patios. Ecore’s tiles are unique, be-
cause of its Quad Block installation systems 
and cushioned resilience.

With the Ecore Quad Blok system, tiles are 
attached to the connector and not the roof 
or patio itself. This eliminates costly damage 
to elastomeric membranes and ensures the 
quality of the roof remains unaltered. 
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Product Features/Benefits

• Ecore’s ColorMill® EPDM allows for greater UV fade resistance
• Expansion and contraction with weather conditions  to prevent buckling
• Custom color/logo capability
• Water drainage to avoid ponding 
• Durability
• Slip Resistance
• Easily removed or replaced
• Lighter than stone pavers

Product Options
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Product Options

Products
Tile 
Available in skinned, pigmented and non-pigmented
Size: 24” x 24”
Thickness: 2.5”

Quad Blok Connector
8” x 8” x 17mm (20.32cm x 20.32cm x 17mm)

Turf Tile
Size: 24” x 24” 
Thickness: 2.5” 
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Available in green only

Turf Tile
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Rock Candy 2 PG65A

Caramel Corn 2 PG66AFunnel Cake 2 PG67A

EPDM Wear Layer Tile Color Options

Midnight PG50

Licorice PG79



EPDM Wear Layer Tile Color Options
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SoftPave Pigmented and 
Non-Pigmented Tile Color Options

Black PG40 (Non-Pigmented) Red PG42

Grey PG41 Green PG43
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Warranty & Maintenance

Warranty & Maintenance Information
For complete warranty and maintenance information, please see
http://playguardsurfacing.com/Literature



Warranty & Maintenance Contact Us

Ecore Main Office:
 715 Fountain Ave
 Lancaster, PA 17601
 p. 800.851.4746
 ecoreintl.com

Inside Sales Manager Mike Shaak
 p. 717.824.8257
 c. 717.587.4375
 e. mike.shaak@ecoreintl.com
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Since 1871, Ecore has been transforming reclaimed waste into unique 
surfaces that make people’s lives better. What started with simple cork 
closures has evolved into a diverse portfolio of products solving com-
plex problems in applications ranging from playgrounds, weight rooms, 
and turf fields to hospitals, hotels, and retail environments. We are driv-
en everyday by a simple question, “Can a floor do more?” At Ecore, 
we believe the answer is “YES.” We are building our company and the 
products we offer based on the simple notion that floors should elevate 
beyond current expectations. Our energy is focused on the interaction 
between people and the surface. We engineer performance well be-
yond industry standards related to acoustics, ergonomics, and safety. 
Harvesting the unique power from a myriad of waste streams, Ecore 
creates products that align–substantial force reduction with a balanced 
amount of energy return to create dynamic surfaces that are catered to 
the individual and the application.

 
People will fall… we will be there to catch them!
Professionals will overwork their bodies… we will soften the blow!
Footfall sounds will keep someone awake… we will quiet the noise!


